Date: ____________________________
Name: ___________________________
Teacher: _________________________

Lesson #7 - Gifts Bearing Fruit - Part II
1. According to 1 Timothy 3:10 - A minister must first be ______________________________,
then they can minister.
2. When you have the honor of serving God, you’ll have as many opportunities to ______________
people as you will to help them.
3. In Acts 6:3 - God asked to choose __________________ men of good ___________________
to wait on tables.

4. A practical application of being under God’s Authority is to be under ________________________
authority with a good attitude. - According to 1 Peter 5:1-11
5. Our problem is usually the acceptable Christian sin of _________________ and _______________.
6. If you are faithful, God will ____________________________ you.
7. According to Romans 5:5 - “The Love of God is shed abroad in our hearts by the ______________.
8. Matthew 24:12 says, “Because of the increase of wickedness the __________________ of many
will grow .
9. It is better to be known as the _______________________________ person, than someone
with the biggest ministry.
10. According to 1 Peter 4:8 that says, “Above all, love each other deeply, because ____________
covers a multitude of sins.

11. _________________________ is spiritual warfare!

12. It takes great ________________________________ to get up and love when misunderstood.

13. The Greatest form of _______________________ is backing off from something you are
engaged in because of thee fear of looking bad.

14. Real LOVE is willing to be committed to __________________________________ people.
15. Most people are flat out ________________________________________.

16. Paul said, “I die __________________________________.”

17. The reasons for having a hard heart are:
1.) ____________________________________________________________
2.) ____________________________________________________________
3.) ____________________________________________________________
4.) ____________________________________________________________

18. According to Zephaniah 3:17...
God ______________________________________________ over us with singing.

Life Group Assignment: Discuss the importance of asking God to soften our heart by
being thankful and not grumbling, complaining, or gossiping.
• Pray together to receive tender and compassionate hearts toward each other.

